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ABSTRACT

Nepal offers innumerous activities in the field of tourism such as sightseeing, hiking,

trekking, rafting, mountaineering, Jungle safari, canyoning, bird watching, animal watching,

hunting, boating, paragliding, and many more. Because of this, tourism industry is one of

the most rapidly growing industries in Nepal. In countries like Nepal where no other

industries have flourished, tourism is seen as an important industry to reduce the alarming

rate of unemployment in the country. With trekking trails that takes you to the base camps

of some of the highest mountains in the world to various mid hill areas that offer great

natural beauty and ethnic heritages, Nepal is widely regarded as one of most popular

trekking destinations in the world.

Trekking is regarded as an activity that involves a long and hard journey on foot. Generally,

it is done as a hobby in spare time in order to test one’s own physical capacity while

enjoying natural beauty, ethnic food and culture along with warm hospitality. Trekking is

the most chosen activity of all tourists that come to Nepal and Langtang valley is the third

most popular trekking destination in Nepal, first and second being Annapurna region and

Everest region respectively.

Langtang valley is located inside Langtang VDC in Rasuwa district. The entire VDC is located

within the area of Langtang National Park. Langtang VDC borders Tibet, Autonomous Region

of People’s Republic of China in the North, Sindhupalchwok DDC to the East, Nuwakot DDC

and Syafru VDC to the South, Timure and Briddhim VDCs to the West. Langtang valley was

one of the most severely affected areas by the earthquake of 25th April, which caused a

massive landslide in the area. Langtang valley faced a dire situation after the disaster.

Small hamlets inside the valley such as Bamboo, Chunama, Ghodatabela, Thangshep,

Mundu located on trekking routes were destroyed by the earthquake whereas the village of

Langtang was completely brought down to rubble by the massive landslide. At 175 locals, 80

international tourists, 40 porters, 20 guides and 10 armies were killed, while at least 82 are

still missing in the landslide hit area. Most hotels and lodges in the area were casualties of
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disaster. This incident saw steep decline in visitors and forced the entire remaining

residents of the valley into a safer location temporarily.

However, not everything that happened was bad after the disaster. Though the valley

residents lost their houses, business, friends and family in the disaster, they cooperated

with each other in hard times. They wanted to go back to the valley to restart their lives

again in a hope that they could also revive the thriving trekking industry in the area. A year

after the disaster, people of Langtang are getting back on their feet and reconstructions of

tourism related infrastructures are almost complete by September. The valley needs some

positive media coverage and frequent maintenance and repair of trekking trail segments to

gain more benefits from trekking tourism because the nature and locals are ready to

welcome the visitors in the valley as before.

However, Nepal is also as a disaster prone area where all kinds of disasters such as

earthquake, landslide, flooding, avalanche, GLOF etc. occurs every now and then that takes

100s of lives every year and destroys millions worth of properties. Most of all, it sends

negative messages to the potential tourists about such locations if any disaster is ever to

occur in or around that area. After the disastrous earthquake of 25th April and 12th May in

2016, tourists visiting to Nepal decreased heavily in number.

This thesis is the result of an extensive research study which is presented in the form of

prescribed setting with due consideration to some theoretical explanation, socioeconomic

relationship among trekkers, locals, hoteliers and occupational workers related to trekking

tourism. This study will help to generate the concept of effects of disasters in popular

tourist destinations. There hasn’t been done any study in various aspects of trekking

tourism in Langtang valley in post disaster situation. Hence it is also necessary to study

about situation of different aspects of tourism after the disaster, which directly or indirectly

influences the preparedness before and after the disaster in any popular tourist

destinations in Nepal or anywhere. Thus, it aims to conduct a study about Prospects and

Challenges of Trekking Tourism in Post Disaster Situation: A Case Study of Langtang

Valley, Rasuwa District, Nepal.
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Finally, it is recommended that Langtang valley is an ideal destination for trekking tourism

even after suffering from such a huge disaster. In order to promote the potential of trekking

tourism in disaster hit touristic areas, this study investigates the potential of trekking

tourism Langtang valley in post disaster situation. A continuous and sincere effort on

beautification of Langtang village, previously the largest human settlement in the valley,

along with timely maintenance of trekking trails will definitely bring the valley back to its

pre disaster situation.
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